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Although genetic diversity has been recognized as a key component of biodiversity since the first Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in 1993, it has rarely been included in conservation policies and regulations. Even less appreciated is the role that ancient and historical DNA (aDNA and hDNA, respectively) could play in unlocking the temporal dimension of genetic diversity, allowing key conservation issues to be resolved, including setting baselines for intraspecies genetic diversity, estimating changes in effective population size ($N_{e}$), and identifying the genealogical continuity of populations. Here, we discuss how genetic information from ancient and historical specimens can play a central role in preserving biodiversity and highlight specific conservation policies that could incorporate such data to help countries meet their CBD obligations.

**Genetic biodiversity**

Three levels of biodiversity constitute the variation of life on our planet: diversity of ecosystems, species diversity (number and distribution of species), and genetic diversity (amount and distribution of genetic variation within species or populations). The need to monitor biodiversity at all three levels has been globally recognized in international policy since 1993 when the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) came into effect. Today, we face dramatic biodiversity loss due to the combined effects of habitat damage, fragmentation and alteration, climate change, and other global change stressors. Most frequently, this loss is calculated in terms of the number of species, but relatively little is known about loss of diversity within species and populations at the genome level (but see [1]). Genetic diversity within species and populations is necessary for long-term survival as it allows resilience and adaptation not only for individuals, but also for populations, species, and entire ecosystems [2]. This diversity is particularly relevant in the Anthropocene, characterized by significant, rapid, and global changes to habitats and environmental conditions. Despite the importance of genetic diversity in biodiversity protection and management, it has rarely been included in policies and regulations [3]. But, with the ongoing development of the CBD post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework (expected to be concluded in May 2022), there is an opportunity to address this significant blind spot by adopting genetic diversity targets and indicators.

Thanks to the advancing power of DNA sequencing technologies, the generation of population-scale genomic data is becoming increasingly possible. However, simply generating data is not enough – estimates of current genetic diversity are only useful in relative terms or when compared with a baseline. Although one way of achieving comparative context is to compare genomic data from a species of interest against those of other species, ultimately this requires large leaps of faith in deciding which particular species can reliably be compared. An alternative, and potentially
more powerful, approach is to directly make temporal comparisons by drawing on natural history collections and biological archives. Whereas genomic data from historical samples (a/hDNA; see Glossary) provide a temporal scale that can extend to hundreds of years, aDNA obtained from skeletal remains or sediment cores can expand the temporal scale to thousands of years. While not without its challenges [4], the fact that many of the samples held within these collections and archives date to prior to the onset of extreme anthropogenic biodiversity loss means that baseline data could be generated for many species of conservation interest (provided, of course, sample availability), against which the modern situation can be compared and anthropogenic impact can be assessed.

With an aim to encourage discussion, and ultimately inclusion, of temporal baselines inferred from hDNA and aDNA in guiding conservation policy and actions, we here highlight some of the contributions that such datasets have made so far, as well as the challenges that need to be overcome to fully realize their potential.

Setting baselines with a/hDNA
a/hDNA can guide more nuanced conservation efforts and policies. Here, we describe how these data can be used to assess population genetic patterns and processes that are relevant for endangered species.

The contemporary population structure of a species is the consequence of several co-occurring processes, including past connectivity patterns and demographic history. Typically, endangered species have suffered dramatic distribution changes and population size reductions in the past two centuries [5], greatly influencing today’s patterns of diversity and population structure. However, these patterns are difficult to interpret using the static snapshot provided by modern genetic data alone. Using information provided by a/hDNA, we can gain critical insight into whether these patterns were driven naturally by the biology of the species or were influenced by human activities. This can help to guide important conservation and management decisions such as whether and how connectivity between populations should be encouraged. This was nicely exemplified in a recent study on the Iberian lynx (Lynx pardinus) [6]. The authors used ancient, historical, and modern genetic data to uncover how the species went from displaying very shallow geographical differentiation thousands of years ago to a structured metapopulation in the past century, and to two differentiated subpopulations by the year 2002, when the lynx populations had been almost driven to extinction by humans. This genetic differentiation was attributed to genetic drift, not adaptation, which allowed the authors to conclude that translocations between the two remaining populations could be an acceptable conservation measure. Another important aspect of the genetic structure of declining populations that can be informed by using a/hDNA is the extent of past diversity that is now lost. For example, in a recent study in eastern gorillas (Gorilla beringei) [7], the authors identified that most of the mitochondrial diversity lost by the species during decades of population declines could be attributed to the extinction of peripheral populations instead of a decrease of genetic diversity within the core range of the species. This can be used to help guide decisions regarding the regions and populations where conservation efforts should be focused.

The levels of genomic diversity within a species are not just a function of the current population size [8–10]. Different combinations of life history traits and past demographic history (e.g., ancient bottlenecks or long-term small population sizes) can lead to the same level of genomic diversity in different species. Therefore, comparing their levels of diversity is not very informative on how threatened one species is compared with another. An alternative strategy is to use a/hDNA from
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specimens that predate the human-driven recent population declines to establish the baseline levels of genomic diversity against which indices of genomic erosion can be compared (i.e., heterozygosity, inbreeding, mutational load) [10]. When scaled with the age of specimens and the species’ generation times, these indices should be informative on the rate of change, making them comparable among species. Such inferences are becoming more common in conservation genetic studies and have recently been applied to endangered species such as eastern gorillas [11], the crested ibis (Nipponia nippon) [12], and the white and Sumatran rhinoceroses (Ceratotherium simum and Dicerorhinus sumatrensis, respectively) [13,14]. However, for this to be widely applicable in conservation actions and policy, some conditions need to be verified, especially the genetic continuity between the past and present populations. For example, based on aDNA data from submerged wood remains, the population structure of oaks (Quercus ssp.) in Europe has been shown to be geographically stable since the Neolithic [15]. Additionally, the definition of genomic risk for a population is not well established yet, and the theoretical notion that genetically healthy populations should display high levels of diversity, low levels of inbreeding, and low genetic load is debated in the light of sometimes contradictory empirical data. For example, using a/hDNA data as baseline, species with long-term small population sizes that have low contemporary levels of heterozygosity and high inbreeding have been shown to carry a comparatively reduced level of deleterious mutations, potentially mitigating the effects of inbreeding depression [9,11,16], highlighting the importance of a temporal perspective for assessing genomic risk.

The study of the $N_e$ of a species is critical for conservation and can also greatly benefit from the addition of a/hDNA data. $N_e$ governs the rate of change of allele frequencies of a population and therefore affects evolutionary forces such as genetic drift and selection [17]. In fact, $N_e$ is systematically employed as an indicator of population viability, for example, using the 50/500 rule to determine short- and long-term survival [18,19]. As such, $N_e$ is considered a key genetic index for animal and agricultural resources for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) [20] and for wild animal populations for the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) [21], albeit the latter has so far failed to explicitly integrate it into any Red List assessments [22]. There are a plethora of methods to estimate $N_e$, both based on contemporary samples or leveraging time series data (reviewed in [17]). The inclusion of a/hDNA data opens the possibility to exploit both types of estimates, helping to provide a more comprehensive picture of the temporal changes in $N_e$ of endangered species. For example, estimates of $N_e$ from ancient or historical samples can provide an objective baseline to compare with modern-day estimates, which can be used to better inform conservation strategies.

**Increasing the impact of a/hDNA in conservation**

While most parties to the CBD recognize the general importance of genetic diversity, in the past, reporting on genetic diversity in wild species has been inconsistent, superficial, or even completely overlooked [23]. However, there is increased emphasis on the importance of genetic variation for species’ and ecosystems’ resilience to climate change in documents such as the 2030 Biodiversity Strategy of the European Union [4], and there is a legal framework for the conservation of genetic diversity in the USA (through the Endangered Species Act) and Canada (through the Species at Risk Act; for additional details, see Table 1). The European strategy is linked to conservation efforts of genetic diversity in forest trees across the continent [24], and there is a proposal for this approach to be extended to other taxa [25]. For a/hDNA to have a meaningful impact on biodiversity conservation policy, we propose that there are several key areas that the community must address.
First, the role that a/hDNA can have in guiding conservation efforts needs to be clearly communicated to all actors, both to promote its application and to set reasonable expectations for the insights that can be offered. Some of the principal situations where a/hDNA can inform conservation efforts include resolving taxonomic issues, determining the historical distributions of species or genetic lineages, detecting changes in population structure, measuring genetic erosion, and guiding the restoration of extinct species and populations, for example, by determining suitable candidates for ex situ breeding programs. In Figure 1, we provide a few examples where a/hDNA has been used to inform conservation actions or policy changes for each of these types of situations and highlight the type of action that was informed.

Second, the conservation community must advocate for genetic indicators to be explicitly included in conservation policies. Such action was recently sparked with the publication of the zero draft of the post-2020 CBD. Although the zero draft included genetic diversity as a primary goal, it was perceived as weak, since there was no associated action target [22,26]. The conservation genetic community rapidly responded with multiple critiques and suggestions [22,23,26–28], with the result that the next CBD draft (draft 1) includes a specific milestone for maintaining genetic diversity (Milestone A.3) that will be assessed in 2030. There are many other opportunities where genetic diversity could be included in policies, and more generally, policies where a/hDNA could provide essential data (see Table 1 for some examples), and efforts should be made to keep the advocacy momentum.

Third, relationships within the conservation community must be strengthened, particularly between academics and museums. Museums are fundamental to integrate a/hDNA into conservation since their biological collections typically cover greater temporal and geographic range than field studies. However, museum sampling for genetic analyses is often destructive regardless of the preservation method (i.e., taxidermy/mounted, stored in alcohol, or pinned), and thus, the value of the information gained against the long-term stability of the specimens, their scientific and historical importance, as well as the possible alternatives should be assessed in close collaboration with the museum staff and all work must follow the museum’s guidelines (reviewed in [29]). Additionally, researchers need to work more closely with museum personnel to build sincere, productive partnerships that will be of mutual benefit. Instead of a transactional relationship whereby museums simply provide specimens and academics do the rest, a more collaborative approach should be taken. This involves profiting from curators’ expertise to assist with study design, interpretation, and feedback and capitalizes on the role that museums have in public education and outreach. These partnerships must also include conservation practitioners, to ensure that results become translated into conservation planning and actions. To achieve this, we need to overcome the educational gaps and establish basic common communication and understanding. At the same time, a/hDNA research must become more accessible to achieve its true potential (Box 1).

Finally, the focus of a/hDNA research must be widened to community-based approaches that can provide a more comprehensive view of the historical conditions of ecosystems. To this end, many relevant works have clearly demonstrated the usefulness of approaches such as sequencing DNA extracted from permafrost and cave sediments (sediment DNA) in providing rich genetic records of paleoenvironments [30,31]. At present, it is becoming feasible to not only focus on a few species but to characterize the multitaxa spectrum at a particular site. In this perspective, it is becoming clear that specific techniques such as environmental DNA metabarcoding hold great promise. Another avenue for generating community-based insights from hDNA would be to focus on suites of samples collected contemporaneously, for example,
Table 1. Examples of specific conservation policies in which a/hDNA data could be useful to integrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy body</th>
<th>Conservation policy</th>
<th>Role that a/hDNA could play</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP)</td>
<td>Convention on Biological Diversity post-2020 targets for biodiversity conservation (negotiations expected to conclude in May 2022). Goal A of the framework: ‘The integrity of all ecosystems is enhanced, with an increase of at least 15% in the area, connectivity and integrity of natural ecosystems, supporting healthy and resilient populations of all species, the rate of extinctions has been reduced at least tenfold, and the risk of species extinctions across all taxonomic and functional groups, is halved, and genetic diversity of wild and domesticated species is safeguarded, with at least 90% of genetic diversity within all species maintained.’</td>
<td>Studies of a/hDNA can provide the necessary baseline from which to measure whether the target of 90% of genetic diversity is being maintained. This includes the different components of ‘genetic diversity’, including the number of distinct populations and allelic diversity and heterozygosity within populations.</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety ‘…ensure that the development, handling, transport, use, transfer and release of any living modified organisms are undertaken in a manner that prevents or reduces the risks to biological diversity, taking also into account risks to human health.’</td>
<td>Studies of a/hDNA can provide the necessary baseline to assess introgression of modified organisms or cultivars into wild populations and identify source populations of genetic variants.</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization (ABS) to the Convention on Biological Diversity Legal framework that governs ‘the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources.’</td>
<td>Studies of a/hDNA can provide historical provenance for the origin of genetic variants, clarifying country of origin and entitlement to sharing of benefits.</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development/Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)</td>
<td>The Science we Need for the Ocean We Want: The United Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development (2021-2030), ‘to ensure that ocean science can fully support countries to achieve the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.’ This includes ‘knowledge for implementation of the post-2020 Global Biodiversity</td>
<td>By providing insights into, for example, evolutionary impacts of overharvesting and past connectivity between protected populations, genetic assessments over historical time frames would help reach, for example, the Decade Plan’s second desired outcome: ‘A healthy and resilient ocean where marine ecosystems are understood and managed.’</td>
<td>[58,59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy body</td>
<td>Conservation policy</td>
<td>Role that a/hDNA could play</td>
<td>Refs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>‘Framework’ and ‘knowledge and solutions for conservation and sustainable use of marine biodiversity [of areas] beyond national jurisdiction.’</td>
<td>Although the Decade Implementation Plan does not specify the need for protection, monitoring, and maintenance of genetic diversity within species, Thomson et al. [59] highlight the important role that improving the ‘temporal coverage of genetic assessments and exploring the suitability of archives and museum collections’ would have in advancing genetic diversity monitoring in the Decade Plan.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)</td>
<td>Red List of Threatened Species: A ‘checklist of taxa that have undergone an extinction risk assessment using the IUCN Red List Categories and Criteria.’</td>
<td>A key parameter in status assessments is the proportion reduction in population size over the past 10 years or three generations (whichever is longer). Studies of a/hDNA in could provide data on changes in Ne, which relates to changes in population census size. Additionally, genetic diversity is not well integrated into these assessments [21], and aDNA could play a role in assessing genetic factors should they become a consideration in listing.</td>
<td>[21,60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030 Pillar Two: Restoring Nature ‘Restore nature and ensure its sustainable management across all sectors and ecosystems.’</td>
<td>This policy includes legally binding targets for ecosystem restoration. Studies of a/hDNA could play a critical role in developing the evidence base for the baseline from which to measure restoration.</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK Government</td>
<td>25 Year Environmental Plan Goal: Thriving Plants and Wildlife ‘... achieve a growing and resilient network of land, water and sea that is richer in plants and wildlife.’ Specific indicators:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3: Diverse seas: status of mammals, birds and fish. D1: Quantity, quality and connectivity of habitats. D4: Relative abundance and/or distribution of widespread species. D5: Conservation status of our native species. K3: Status of endemic and globally threatened species in the UK Overseas Territories.</td>
<td>Studies of a/hDNA can help develop baseline data that would contribute to assessment of these indicators by providing data on the number of distinct historical populations and connectivity, providing data on the historical spatial distribution of populations, and assessing population status and genetic diversity relative to historical times.</td>
<td>[62,63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian Government</td>
<td>Species at Risk Act</td>
<td>Studies of a/hDNA can assist with evaluating the assessment</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
such as those collected during the Challenger expedition (1872–1876) [32] or by P.W. Lund and colleagues in Brazil (1833–1889) [33,34]. Finally, middens of mollusc shells are another potentially rich source of aDNA for reconstructing past coastal communities, with shells up to even 100,000 years old providing successful genetic characterization [35].

Table 1. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy body</th>
<th>Conservation policy</th>
<th>Role that a/hDNA could play</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purpose is to ‘prevent wildlife species from being extirpated or becoming extinct, to provide for the recovery of wildlife species that are extirpated, endangered or threatened as a result of human activity and to manage species of special concern to prevent them from becoming endangered or threatened.’ By developing measures for ‘monitoring the status of the species’ and ‘developing and implementing recovery strategies, action plans and management plans.’</td>
<td>of designatable units by providing historical data on the number of subpopulations and their distinctness. Also, a/hDNA can help with developing recovery strategies by understanding current and historical effective population sizes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Examples of studies where ancient and/or historical DNA has provided important conservation insights. Colours around the icons indicate the type of provided conservation insight or inferred policy action: blue, determining the historical distribution of species; purple, guiding conservation breeding; red, informing translocations/reintroductions; teal, assessing anthropogenic impacts on genetic diversity; yellow, resolving taxonomic issues. References, for example, 1 [43,44], 2 [45], 3 [46], 4 [47], 5 [48], 6 [49,50], 7 [51,52], and 8 [53,54].
Concluding remarks

We are today on the brink of a crucial step for the next decade’s biodiversity policy: the adoption of the post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework by the CBD. The first draft of the framework has finally acknowledged the importance of measuring and monitoring genetic diversity when defining conservation and management actions. In this perspective, we provide clear information on the realistic contributions that a/hDNA could make to this endeavour.

Box 1. Improving access to a/hDNA data

The potential for a/hDNA will only be realized when sufficient datasets exist to provide insights into patterns at the species and/or community scale. Today, thanks to laboratory and data processing pipeline standardization, such studies should be accessible to teams globally. However, advancement is hindered by the limited access to laboratory facilities required to manipulate degraded biomolecules while avoiding contamination. Although to date relatively few countries have such facilities, partially due to the associated costs, basic a/hDNA laboratories are not overly expensive to set up if designed following a few main principles (see, e.g., [38,39]). Other critical infrastructure such as sequencing platforms and powerful computers need not be locally based but can be obtained through commercial services or collaborations. Even when establishing a/hDNA laboratories locally is impossible, data generation could occur in specialist (e.g., Ancient DNA - SciLifeLab), or central service hubs (e.g., Darwin Tree of Life), akin to those used to generate other biological datasets of global relevance [40], lowering the costs of data production and enabling distributed researchers to focus on analysis and interpretation.

A second hurdle relates to accessing the samples themselves, and ensuring they can be identified, they can be transferred to the processing laboratory, and data can be released publicly. Publicly available, online collection catalogues are still woefully inadequate when considered on the global scale, with only a small fraction of collected samples listed. Although the value of databasing is obvious, few funders invest in this potential, preferring to fund result-driven research rather than infrastructure projects. Nevertheless, efforts are being made to provide open catalogues of specimens for reuse [41] such as The Open-Specimen Movement [42].

A further challenge is provided by the different legal frameworks at national and international levels related to moving biological samples between countries, and public release of data (such as CITES and the Nagoya Protocol). Although created with the aim of enhancing the sharing of benefits from the use of genetic resources, it is often difficult to obtain permission to export samples from one country to another, or even in some cases between regions of a single country. Further, once data are generated, permission to release them publicly may be withheld, thus limiting their use in providing scientific guidance. Hence, globally agreed protocols for efficient identification and sharing of biological materials for use in noncommercial research are essential to unlock the full potential of historical collections in guiding conservation.

Box 2. The limits of natural history collections

Although natural history collections are a potential gold mine for conservation genomicists, as with all other potential sources of data, they have limitations that must be considered when planning, analyzing, and interpreting a/hDNA.

First, the specimens within any collection are not a random sample from the species’ distributions, but rather reflect, among others, the biological, geographic, or even phenotypic (e.g., deliberate sampling of most impressive individuals) interests of those who built the collections (or their funders) and colonial history and wealth. Collections can only be built and maintained in regions where funds are available to support the endeavour, and the logistics of getting to the field, sampling, preserving, and returning the specimens remains tricky for some regions today and would have been near impossible for large swathes of the planet prior to the 20th century. Thus, when historical samples exist for a given species, complications may arise if their origins differ too greatly from contemporary datasets.

Second, the value of historical samples is considerably reduced if associated metadata such as the date of collection or geographic origin is lacking or incorrect. With regard to the latter, many natural history collections were built not only on samples collected in the field by their staff, but through purchases or trades with third parties, which can introduce considerable uncertainty into the process. And third, just because samples do exist, there is no guarantee that adequately preserved DNA remains inside them. Unless preserved with methods chosen for their DNA stabilizing properties, DNA begins to decay rapidly postmortem in most biological tissues, initially due to the death processes of cells and subsequently due to the effects of, for example, free water, pH, and temperature. While such processes can be slowed through many common measures used to preserve the morphology of museum specimens in the past, such as rapid desiccation or placement in concentrated ethanol, the effect of other preservatives is quite the opposite. In this regard, particularly bad examples include fixation in unbuffered formalin for more than a very short (few hours) time, tanning (in particular with metals), or bone cleansing through maceration in dung or other media.

Outstanding questions

How do we join forces among academic researchers, museum curators, conservation practitioners, and policy makers, to ensure that a/hDNA research realizes its full potential for informing biodiversity conservation?

What are the remaining challenges that prevent the standardization and democratization of genetic diversity indicators so they can be used for conservation?

How do we build and maintain momentum in advocacy for including genetic diversity indicators in conservation policy?

Which taxa are under-represented in museum collections and archival records and therefore are less likely to benefit from including a/hDNA data in conservation policy?

How can access to specialized laboratory facilities and expertise be expanded to reach the global community?
If the current global biodiversity crisis is to be effectively measured, it should incorporate the temporal dimension: has genetic diversity changed through time, particularly in relation to human-related environmental changes? We can answer only by defining a temporal baseline. We here demonstrate that this is the role of a/hDNA, which can be used to estimate the onset, direction, duration, and intensity of processes such as population structure, genomic erosion, and variation in \( N_e \).

We argue that, in order to achieve a greater impact in biodiversity conservation, closer collaboration among a/hDNA researchers, museums, conservation practitioners, and policy makers is required (see Outstanding questions). At the same time, we need to manage the expectations for individual a/hDNA studies; a/hDNA analyses are challenging, samples are limited, not uniformly distributed among taxa, and not all of them will be successful (Box 2). Even though natural history museums and herbaria contain large and diverse collections of samples, nearly representing all known species [36], it is possible that a/hDNA data will not be available for some specific taxa because of their nature or because they inhabit geographical regions with climatic conditions unfavourable for DNA preservation [37]. Moreover, we acknowledge that a/hDNA studies can be expensive and slow, so they need to be prioritized and balanced against other needs and conservation activities.

Despite these limitations, we propose that currently available molecular techniques already make it possible to use a/hDNA to better inform the policy decisions presently being made toward the goal of halting the ongoing global biodiversity crisis.
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